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SETTING THE STAGE

ECONOMY

MOBILITY

DEMOGRAPHICS

ENVIRONMENT

Today represents a critical point to plan for 
the next chapter of Kanata North’s (KN) future. 
The City and KN’s stakeholders will need to 
work in close partnership to manage a perfect 
storm of economic, demographic, mobility, 
and environmental change that will pose 
significant opportunities and challenges for 
KN going forward. The core components of 
this perfect storm were in place well before 
the advent of the Covid-19 pandemic and 
remain firmly in place as KN emerges from the 
pandemic:

The importance of Kanata North as a ‘special economic zone’ is an emerging idea in Ottawa. The Technology 
Park will transition from a single use office park to a special economic district emphasizing a stronger 
innovation ecosystem, a connected innovation community and “world class 5G hub”, and mixed-use living 
environment.
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ECONOMY
Canada, along with the entire developed world, 
is facing at least two decades of growing 
competition for talent—the educated and 
creative workers who represent the most 
important resource for innovation industries 
and the entire knowledge economy. An aging 
population—the number of Canadians over the 
age of 65 will increase by 300% between 1998 
and 2048, far faster than any other segment of 
the population. An aging population translates 
into slowing workforce growth and today 
North America’s workforce is growing at 
roughly half the pace it maintained for several 
decades before 2010. At the same time, the 
share of net new jobs requiring some higher 
education has been increasing rapidly and 
now stands at more than 90%—including, for 
the first time in North America, a majority 
of manufacturing jobs. The result? The 
developed world already faces a 10% shortfall 
in the number of knowledge workers it needs 
and this shortfall will grow steadily for the 
foreseeable future. Knowledge—particularly 
innovation—jobs go where they can attract and 
retain the necessary talent. These places are 
decidedly “urban”—not necessarily downtowns 
or close-in city neighborhoods—but denser, 
walkable, mixed-use, amenitized, and 
community-rich environments that support 
a diversity of work/live/play/learn/innovate 
lifestyles. 

Virtually every participant in this planning 
process has acknowledged that KN faces a 
critical need to evolve into a lively, mixed-use, 

district that offers an environment that that 
attracts and retains talent. Note that while 
the pandemic has demonstrated both the 
feasibility and desirability for many to work 
virtually, this change has if anything increased 
the importance of creating a place in which 
talent wants to live and work. In our interviews, 
HR and Research Directors noted the need 
for KN to evolve into a place that helps build 
their talent’s connection to their companies 
to avoid losing virtual staff to competitors 
around the globe. More important, noting that 
their “innovation productivity” has dropped 
significantly during the pandemic, they have 
stressed the critical value of an environment 
that proactively invites talent to interact 
with its peers and participate actively in a 
multifaceted innovation community—whether 
they work in an office or at home—increasing 
the importance of providing a wide range of 
housing options within KN (preferably within 
walking distance to peers at work and places 
to gather). 

On a related note, the full spectrum of KN 
stakeholders stressed the value of bringing 
local colleges and universities to KN—and 
of creating facilities academic, research, 
housing, and social places for students. 
These stakeholders want these students to 
become active participants in internships 
and institutional/corporate partnerships that 
introduce this future talent to KN innovation 
ecosystem.

Image Source: Adobe Stock
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DEMOGRAPHICS
While demographic shifts are clearly 
contributing to an aging workforce, broader 
demographic forces are at work dramatically 
transforming housing demand across North 
America. Due both to aging, and a growing 
tendency to delay having children, the housing 
market over the next two decades will be 
dominated by singles and couples without 
children. This dominance of singles and 
couples will create the most urban housing 
market in North America’s post-World War 
II history—including an unprecedented 
opportunity for KN to create a series of higher 
density neighborhoods that in turn will support 
the  walkable, mixed-use, amenitized, and 
community-rich environments that also attract 
and retain talent.

Image Source: Adobe Stock
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MOBILITY
Universal access to automobiles transformed 
North America in the decades following World 
War II. The advent of new mobility paradigms—
shared, connected, and then automated 
mobility—over the next two decades will 
launch a new era of transformation, reinforcing 
the impacts of economic and demographic 
change. Places that offer the density of people 
and destinations to support on-demand, low 
cost, mobility will have a growing competitive 
advantage as places to live and work—
particularly for Millennial and younger talent 
who have demonstrated a strong preference 
for environments that do not require owning a 
car. The ability to shift from owned to shared 
mobility will yield a significant financial 
advantage—in effect a subsidy for living in 
denser, mixed-use, walkable—and transit-
served—places.

Image Source: Adobe Stock
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ENVIRONMENT
The accelerating pace of climate change will 
increase pressures for more sustainable, 
and resilient, development going forward. 
Denser, mixed-use…and transit-served…
urban environments support much lower per 
capita carbon footprints than their suburban 
counterparts. They also offer far greater 
opportunities to introduce collective strategies 
toward managing energy use, wastes, and 
similar factors and impact sustainability 
and resilience outcomes. To achieve climate 
mitigation, high- performance sustainable 
design measures as part of site planning and 
building design help achieve environmental 
goals. These practices will showcase Kanata 
North as a living lab. Design with nature builds 
resilience and maintaining Kanata North’s 
mature trees, wetlands and other greenspaces 
and enhancing connections to these areas is 
valuable.

Image: Trillium Woods
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SITE CONTEXT

EXISTING CONDITIONS

NEARBY AMENITIES & SERVICES

• Conservation area and open space including Trillium
Woods, Greenbelt, South march Highlands

• Recreational complexes and golf courses

• NHL arena and shopping centres

• Public and private schools

• Low-density housing, retail, food services, and hotels

• Recreational trails and pathways

Land Area 526 ha (1,300 acres)

Distance from Downtown 23 km (23 min. drive)

Distance from International Airport 28 km (28 min.drive)

Distance from Regional Rail (Barrhaven) 20 km (16 min. drive)

Distance from Future LRT (Moodle) 7 km (7 min. drive)

Distance from Highway 401 82 km (45 min. drive)

Image Source: Google Earth
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FINANCIAL INDICATORS

CBRE 2020 NORTH 
AMERICAN REPORT

#14

#  47

More than

543 companies
(500 Hectares)

Canada’s largest 

RESEARCH AND 
TECHNOLOGY PARK

Major Contributor to 

OTTAWA AND 
CANADA’S GDP

More than

24,000 employees
(18% growth since 2015)

HIGHLY 
EDUCATED Population
(Kanata)

#1

WORKFORCE & 
DEMOGRAPHICS

For top tech talent 
and momentum

In lowest rent 
costs

In top talent 
labour 
concentration of 
50 markets

POLICY & REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

• Current Official Plan: Urban Employment Area

• Current Primary Zoning Classifications: Business Park, General Industrial,
General Mixed Use
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ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY

M O R E  L I V E ,  L E A R N  &  P L AY
O P P O R T U N I T I E S

TA L E N T  I S  
E V E RY T H I N G

A T T R A C T  &  
R E T A I N  T A L E N T

M I X E D  U S E  
D E V E LO P M E N T

H A R N E S S  C L E A N  &  S U S TA I N A B L E
T E C H N O L O G Y

D E S T I N A T I O N  B A S E D
P L A C E  M A K I N G

M A I N TA I N  
A D A P TA B I L I T Y

F L E X I B L E  &  S T R E A M L I N E D
A P P R O V A L S  P R O C E S S

E N H A N C E  M O B I L I T Y  T O ,  
F R O M  &  W I T H I N  T H E  P A R K

C O L L A B O R AT I O N  W I T H
P O S T - S E C O N D A R Y  

I N S T I T U T I O N S
S U P P O R T  &  C O O R D I N A T E  T H E

I N N O V A T I O N  L I F E  C Y C L E

C E N T R A L I Z E D  
M A N A G E M E N T

S T R U C T U R E

H O U S I N G ,  H O U S I N G ,
H O U S I N G

U R B A N  D E S I G NO P P O R T U N I T Y  T O
E N L I V E N  L E G G E T

D E S I G N  W I T H  
C L I M A T E  I N  M I N D

A U T O N O M Y

D R A W  O N  R E G I O N A L
S T R E N G T H S

C O N D I T I O N S  T O  
S U P P O R T  C R I T I C A L

M A S S

C O L L I S I O N  &  
C O L L A B O R A T I O N  S P A C E

JULY 2020 TO OCTOBER 2020

Outreach to stakeholders in Kanata North 
included a series of interviews and a 
workshop that provided key ideas for building 
conceptual guidance for the future. The 
following key words and phrases relate to the 
most salient comments that were received 
throughout the process; the mission and 
goals for this study were built off of this 
guidance. Additional consulting related to the 
new draft Official Plan which includes Kanata 
North Special District Policies will continue to 
February 17, 2021.

Total of

20 Community consultations,
round tables and individual interviews 
with HR Leaders, R&D Leaders, Land 
Owners, 5G Executives, Small Business 
Community.
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Kanata North is a globally significant 
technology innovation cluster and a major 
contributor to Canada and Ottawa’s respective 
economies. As of 2020 it represents Canada’s 
largest research and technology park, with 
approximately 500 hectares of land and over 
24,000 tech jobs and 500 companies. The 
area was developed in the 1970s and followed 
the leading planning concepts of the day for 
greenfield office parks.

Kanata North has sustained growth since 
its inception, but in order to maintain its 

This document is intended to support the Kanata North Business Association (KNBA) 
and their members in building on the new draft Official Plan to guide Kanata North’s (KN) 
evolution from an office park to globally significant, state-of-the-art special economic 
district that attracts and retains talent, promotes creative interactions, and supports a culture 
of innovation.  It represents the culmination of intensive interaction with both the City and a 
broad spectrum of KN stakeholders. Perhaps the document’s most important message? 
Strong consensus—expressed through interviews, workshops, report-backs, and similar 
meetings—around the broad goals for moving forward. This consensus extended to critical 
components of building a new planning framework, including the critical need to create a 
Special Economic District designation.

Like its peer leading innovation clusters 
around the globe, Kanata North’s continued 
success will depend on its ability to attract 
and retain knowledge workers, the increasingly 
scarce skilled and educated talent that 
constitutes the innovation economy’s most 
essential resource. 

The Special District designation can play 
a critical role in strengthening KN’s global 
competitive position for talent, jobs, 
investment, and the innovation that follows. 
To effectively augment the role of the Special 
District, and to promote Kanata North’s future 
growth and success, it is critical that planning 
tools such as zoning and design guidelines 
be utilized in collaboration with other 
innovative opportunities such as public-private 
partnerships and investments in enhanced 
access to key regional destinations.

Together, these tools and opportunities can 
encourage educational institutions and a wide 
range of housing that will support attracting 
and retaining talent. This process can help 
Kanata North emerge and grow as a living 
laboratory—a different type of public private 
partnership in which the district’s innovation 
businesses collaborate with each other 
and the City to develop and test technology 
innovations related to connectivity, parking, 
land use, energy and the environment, and 
other critical planning matters that can in turn 
help shape Kanata North’s future.

competitiveness in a global economy, a 
number of planning-related challenges require 
solutions that will improve connectivity, provide 
opportunity for mixed use development, and 
enhance urban design, all of which will 
contribute to the quality of life for those who 
live, work, learn, and play in Kanata North. 
Designating this area of the City as a Special 
District will provide opportunity, through land 
use planning, to support and implement 
solutions that will maintain Kanata North as a 
globally competitive economic generator over 
the next 25 years.
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Support KN’s global competitiveness—
and growth—by creating an urban design 
framework—translated into public policy 
and KN planning design and development 
practices—that unlock KN’s potential to 
evolve from a car-oriented business park 
into a globally significant, state-of-the-art 
Kanata North Special Economic District 
(KNSED). 

MISSION

Image: Woven City, Japan

What distinguishes this district from the 
office park today? A series of compact nodes 
that support the critical mass of live, work, 
play, learn, and innovate activities, in close 
proximity, that represent the core building 
blocks of flourishing innovation ecosystems 
that attract and retain talent and promote the 
“creative collisions” of people and ideas that 
power new ideas.

The KNSED’s nodes would be linked by 
cutting-edge mobility as well as a rich public 
realm system and network of lively walkable 
streets and public spaces. As a Special 
Economic District, Kanata North would benefit 
from regulatory flexibility to enable the district 
to adapt to rapidly changing technologies and 
business models. In contrast to the office 
park, the KNSED would encourage a broader 
range of uses--including a diverse range of 
housing; broader mix of retail, food, arts, 
culture, breweries and similar uses that brings 
streets to life and promote community; and 
greater range of densities that take advantage 
of proximity to new transit and support 
enhanced vitality.  

A grand vision, such as what was conceived 
for the Woven City in Japan, will inspire 
a shared path forward in Kanata North’s 
endeavor to be a world-class destination 
for innovation and technology. The future 
vision, recommended as a next phase of 
work through an inclusive process, should 
establish Kanata North as a connected 
innovation community and a living lab.

The Kanata North Special Economic 
District will represent a living lab for 
innovation and the lively, mixed-use, 
community-rich center for a globally 
significant innovation ecosystem. This 
“community of the future” will attract and 
retain talent from around the globe—and 
provide significant long-term economic 
benefits to Ottawa, the Province of Ontario, 
and all of Canada. But the KNSED’s 
benefits extend beyond dollars. The ideas 
and technologies that spring from this 
innovation ecosystem will provide tangible 
communications, environmental, social, 
mobility and similar benefits that enhance 
lives for Ottawans and people across the 
globe.

15
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CONNECTED

MIXED USE

ADAPTABLE

INCLUSIVE CULTURE OF INNOVATION

SUSTAINABLE

MANAGED
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Unlocking and sustaining the KNSED’s full 
potential will largely be a function of the 
Special District’s ability to promote six, 
interrelated, goals:

MIXED-USE: 

Transition from a primarily employment-use 
office park into a lively, mixed-use urban 
district that actively invites people with a 
diverse mix of lifestyles to live, work, learn, 
play, and innovate without depending on a car 
for access and circulation.

CONNECTED: 

Shift from auto-dependence to a model 
that provides on-demand shared mobility 
that connects to planned bus rapid transit 
service on March Road, light rail service 
and  convenient access to all points within 
the district as well as to other regional 
destinations that represent core components 
of the innovation economy. Expand active 
transportation (bikes, E-scooters) and 
pedestrian access. Where possible, introduce 
active transportation and pedestrian 
connections to add permeability to 
“megablocks”.

ADAPTABLE: 

Be guided by a planning and regulatory 
framework that provides the essential 
flexibility to support the district’s capacity 
to adapt to rapidly changing technology and 
market conditions and to promote emerging 
as well as mature technology and innovation.

INCLUSIVE CULTURE OF INNOVATION: 

Create public spaces that promote 
interaction, a “District Hall” that serves as 
a central gathering place and focus for 
interaction, and additional “community 
places” that nurture and celebrate Kanata 
North’s unique, and constantly evolving, 
inclusive culture of innovation. These 
places can be owned by the City, KNBA, 
universities, private companies or others. 
They represent community spaces because 
they offer spaces or programs that actively 
invite the full spectrum of the KN innovation 
community to come together.

SUSTAINABLE: 

Kanata North should be a laboratory and 
world leader for environmental responsibility. 
Adopt and maintain state-of-the-art 
sustainability practices that express the 
district’s spirit of innovation and preserve 
and expand access to the district’s defining 
natural features such as Watts Creek, 
Shirley’s Brook, Trillium Woods, the Greenbelt, 
and mature forests (South March Highlands). 
Preserve mature trees where possible. 

MANAGED: 

Empower the KNBA to serve as a place-
based management organization. While this 
role would not extend to managing public 
sidewalks and similar fundamental public 
responsibilities, it could include a broad range 
of activities that help unlock the KNSED’s full 

potential as a robust innovation ecosystem, 
including:

• Operating a District Hall that serves at the
district’s central gathering place.

• Programming a District Hall and the
district’s public realm with activities that
draw the KN community together.

• Recruiting retail, entertainment, arts,
cultural and other uses to animate the
public realm.

• Launching programs to reach out to, and
help attract and retain, talent.

• Initiating state-of-the-art sustainability
programs.

• Telling the district’s compelling innovation
story internally (e.g. interactive public art)
and to the world.

• Bringing the district’s property owners,
developers, and tenants together to
negotiate public/private partnerships and
innovative cost sharing that unlock critical
benefits such as enhanced public space
or structured parking to support higher
densities.

• and, similar activities that support the
KNSED’s mission.

GOALS

Note: KNBA’s role is very important to champion and coordinate but 
landowners may not be represented by KNBA when they are submitting 
development applications.
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MIXED USE1

A compact critical mass of mixed-use 
development with sufficient density to support 
lively streets and signature activity centers. 
They would represent the heart of the KNSED’s 
innovation economy and culture and unlock 
the district’s ability to emerge as a globally 
significant live, work, play, learn, innovate 
environment.

Initially two nodes are envisioned, each 
located adjacent to BRT stations. To build 
on and reinforce the centers of activity that 
have already emerged across KN, one would 
be anchored by the BrookStreet Hotel and 
other by an emerging cluster of retail and 
entertainment activities close to Legget Drive 
and Schneider Road.

Together the nodes would anchor the northern 
and southern ends of Legget Drive, which will 
emerge as the KNSED’s principal walkable 
street. They would each maintain a face 
to March Road, which will emerge as the 
KNSED’s “front door”.

NODES

STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING THE GOALS
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The nodes, as depicted on page 24, would 
represent the initial focus for greater density 
and height within the KNSED in order to speed 
the process of creating the critical mass of 
housing, innovation space, and other uses 
to support the intense mix of active uses 
necessary to bring streets and signature 
spaces to life. Toward this goal, initial planning 
suggests heights up to “high rise” as defined 
by the City and a minimum of four storeys. The 
Nodes would be characterized by:

• Lively urban plazas—publicly owned but
programed by the KNBA—or privately
owned public spaces that are also open to
the public and managed and programed
by the KNBA. These important urban
spaces would:

» Each be planned, programmed, and
designed to celebrate its own unique
character and identity—both of which
would evolve over time in ways
that reflect the changing spirit of
innovation.

» Together, embody the constantly
emerging discovery that marks the
district’s innovation culture.

» Be connected to each other and the
entire district by convenient, low
cost, transit—for example automated
shuttles (see “Connected” below).

» Each host a lively mix of active
uses: retail, restaurants, and
cafés; breweries; music and other
entertainment venues; arts, culture,

and maker spaces; exhibitions; 
pop-up activities, and similar uses 
that animate the public realm and in 
the process promote opportunities 
to enjoy community, unplanned 
interactions and creative collisions, 
talent attraction and retention; and 
comparable benefits. In the process 
the multifaceted vitality that these 
active uses engender attracts a 
diverse mix of people to make KN 
the place they live, work, play, learn, 
innovate…and invest.

» Both benefit from the Kanata North
Business Association’s ability to
serve as a place-based management
organization that provides
programming, marketing, interactive
public art, and similar services.

Image: Penrose Square
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mixed-use (adjacent buildings 
dedicated to different uses) would 
also be permitted. 

• Encourage active uses to line all public
spaces and primary streets that animate
the pedestrian experience and convey the
spirit and vitality of Kanata North’s culture
of innovation:

» Urban plazas and similar privately
owned public spaces: retail, arts and
culture, entertainment, breweries, and
similar active uses

» Primary public streets and other open
spaces: active uses that convey the
spirit and vitality of Kanata North’s
culture of innovation (possibly
including exhibitions), including
open spaces [Note further study will
be essential to identify and confirm
primary streets]

» Facades: No blank walls or parking
facilities should face directly onto
open spaces or primary streets

• The podium/base floors of all buildings
lining open spaces or primary streets

would be designed in accordance with 
district design guidelines to be developed 
and will be consistent with the City’s Urban 
Design Guidelines for High-rise buildings.

• A mix of structured and surface
parking (see “Connected” below) will
be necessary to support the minimum
densities essential to supporting a lively
mix of active uses lining public streets
and spaces. Shared parking and similar
strategies should be used to minimize
the need to build expensive structured
parking. Enabling a park once strategy will
further minimize parking requirements by
avoiding the need to provide redundant
parking spaces—e.g. at home, work,
an urban plaza, and/or other daily
destinations.

Note: some form of innovative incentives
may be required to achieve the structured
parking required to support active, mixed-
use nodes. While the City does not specify
parking minimum requirements, it does
not currently provide incentives to support
the additional cost of structured parking.

• Streets designed for walkability and
curbside parking, and similar “nodal
infrastructure” (to be addressed in the
district guidelines recommended to be
developed).

• A dense mix of live, work, play, learn and
innovate uses located within a five-minute
walk of each square (± 400m) and less
than a seven to eight-minute walk from a
BRT stop ((± 600m).

» While not addressed in the Official
Plan, it is important to note
that a minimum gross density
of approximately 215,000SF of
development per hectare represents
a threshold to support an active mix
of retail in and around each square
and encourage investment in transit,
including:

◊ Coordinated over time by KNBA to
reflect the varying requirements
of individual development
projects;

◊ A minimum of one to two
thousand housing units (a
threshold for supporting a lively
mix of retail and related uses);

◊ A mix of innovation-related
uses including research,
office, education, and similar
employment-based uses.

» No maximum densities.

» Vertical mixed-use development
would be encouraged (e.g.,
commercial at street level, innovation
and/or institutional spaces on lower
levels, and housing above). Horizontal
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Legget Drive and March Road, as depicted on 
page 24, represent the two principal roadways 
that link the two nodes described above. 
March Road also represents the principle 
vehicular connection to KN. Each roadway is 
the focus of a distinctive corridor with its own 
character and specific planning and design 
guidelines and development policies. As noted 
above, these corridors would be linked to the 
nodes by convenient, low cost transit

• Legget Drive is the KNSED’s principal 
walking street that provides “a pedestrian-
oriented experience” and presents a 
“human scale place”—in effect “principal 
walkable street”. The City also calls for
“mid- and low-rise” buildings along the 
corridor, which is consistent with the intent 
to focus height and density toward the 
nodes until they reach a critical mass of 
development and activity.  Note: Buildings 
on lots that face both Legget Drive and 
March Road should orient their “front 
door”—and principal pedestrian entrance—
along with any retail or other uses that 
animate the adjacent street—toward Legget 
Drive. Specific guidance for the Legget 
Drive Corridor includes:

» A focus on innovation and related 
workspaces, retail and similar uses that 
animate the street, institutional uses 
that further the Kanata North's mission, 
and housing. Vertical mixed-use 
development would be encouraged 
(e.g.--similar to nodes--retail and other 
uses that animate the pedestrian

CORRIDORS

pexperience at the street level 
together with a mix of innovation, 
institutional, and/or housing on 
upper floors.

» Innovative streetscape—including trees 
and other plantings, a variety of public 
art, distinctive paving, lighting, and 
similar elements should create a 
distinctive character that captures and 
conveys Legget Drive’s unique 
importance as the principal walking 
street for a globally significant center of 
innovation. Additional primary streets 
should also be treelined and planned 
and designed to invite walking. Legget 
Drive and other primary streets should 
permit curbside parking. Note: curbside 
parking is not likely to be feasible for 
March Road.

» All buildings should line Legget Drive 
and any other streets in the Corridor 
identified (at a later date) as primary 
streets with active uses that animate 
the pedestrian experience and convey 
the spirit and vitality of Kanata North’s 
culture of innovation.

» The podium/base floors of all buildings 
lining public spaces or primary streets 
would be designed in accordance with 
district design guidelines to be 
developed and should be consistent 
with City urban design guidelines.

21
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» No blank walls or parking facilities 
should face these streets and places. 
Active frontages should face directly 
onto Legget Drive, primary streets, 
designated public spaces  or 
greenspace. Where possible parking 
should be lined with housing, 
workspace or other occupied uses—in 
preference to landscaped buffers—
facing these streets and places.

• March Road has been designated by the 
City as the KNSED’s “front door” and the 
main mobility corridor that moves people to 
and beyond the district, March Road will 
evolve to be a prominent, multi-modal 
“complete street” that accommodates BRT
—and possibly other forms of transit in the 
future, as well as protected bike lanes, and 
ample sidewalks for pedestrians. March 
Road will evolve in time as a more walkable 
urban street as the KNSED continues to 
develop. As for the Legget Corridor, the City 
calls for “mid- and low-rise” buildings along 
the corridor, which is consistent with the 
intent to focus height and density toward 
the nodes until they reach a critical mass of 
development and activity. Specific 
guidance for the March Avenue Corridor 
includes:

» Prominent use of digital and interactive 
public art that conveys the story—and 
excitement—of the KNSED’s globally 
significant innovation culture and its 
role as a “living lab” for mobility, 
environmental, technological and other 
forms of innovation to passersby and 
arrivals.

In addition, March Road’s streetscape 
should include trees and other 
plantings, distinctive paving, lighting, 
and similar elements that convey the 
district’s prominence and invites 
walking. Additional primary streets 
should also be treelined and designed 
to invite walking.

» A focus on innovation and related 
workspaces, institutional uses
that further the KNSED’s mission, and 
housing. Vertical mixed-use 
development would be encouraged 
(e.g., retail at street level, innovation 
and/or institutional spaces on lower 
levels, and housing above). Horizontal 
mixed-use would also be acceptable.

» All buildings should line Avenues, 
public spaces and other primary 
streets with buildings designed to 
convey the spirit and vitality of Kanata 
North’s culture of innovation (to be 
addressed in the district design 
guidelines).

» Preserve views from March Road into 
the district, including its walkable 
streets, signature public places, and 
greenspaces.

22
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» The podium/base floors of all buildings 
lining March Road and other primary 
streets and all public spaces would be 
designed in accordance with district 
design guidelines to be developed and 
be consistent with City urban design 
guidelines.

» No blank walls or parking facilities
(surface or structured) should face 
directly onto March Road, primary 
streets, designated public spaces
or greenspaces. Where possible parking 
should be lined with housing, workspace 
or other occupied uses—in preference to 
landscaped buffers—facing these 
streets and places.

Image:  Columbia Pike 23
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Image: Nodes and Corridors
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A “grid”—support the transition from a 
business park, characterized by a limited 
number of streets that connect a series 
private developments, to an integrated special 
economic district characterized by a grid of 
streets and pedestrian ways that provide the 
armature for a robust public environment.

A “GRID”

• No minimum parking requirements.

• Make existing surface parking lots,
which currently occupy a majority of KN’s
developed land area, available for new
innovation facilities, housing, institutional
uses that support KNSED’s mission and
similar uses by instituting a series of
policies that reduce the need for surface
parking including early implementation of
an automated transit pilot, encouraging
employees and visitors to use BRT to
access the KNSED, shared parking
strategies, expanded on-street parking,
and addressing the growing need for
structured parking.

• As noted above, surface and structured
parking should not be visible from Legget
Drive, March Road, other principal streets,
public spaces, and greenspaces.

• Surface parking lots should be well-
landscaped and provide safe and
convenient access to nearby building
entries.

PARKING

Image: Innovative Parking

CONNECTED2
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DISTRICT  CONNECTIONS

• Encourage access via transit and adopt
a “park once” goal for those who drive
to commute to the KNSED. Trips within
the district should not require a personal
vehicle (or expensive multiple parking
spaces).

• Coordinate with the City’s Transportation
Master Plan process, including putting
necessary legislation in place to explore
providing convenient, frequent, low-
cost automated shuttle access to
accommodate the full range of trips
to all parts of the district.  Develop
initially as a pilot project and evolve the
service as the KNSED, and the mobility
technology, evolve. Launch the pilot
early-on to accelerate the district’s
emergence as an environment that does
not depend on access to private vehicles,
as demonstrated by future AV routes on
page 27—supporting park once or access
via transit.

» The two urban plazas (or private
public spaces) that serve as the
activity centers for the Nodes and
the district would serve as mobility
hubs. As noted below, an automated
shuttle could be used to connect the
Nodes directly to future LRT service,
supplementing the ability to access
every part of the KNSED without a

private vehicle, promoting the Nodes 
as transit-oriented-development 
opportunities.

» Automated shuttles may require
dedicated rights-of-way (ROWS)
initially through landowner
agreements or, if possible, dedicated
lanes in public streets. Over time, as
the City’s regulatory framework and
automated technology evolve, these
shuttles may shift to public ROWs.
This issue should represent an early
focus of initial automated transit
feasibility studies.

» Complement and provide direct
connections to planned bus rapid
transit service.

• Expand micro-mobility options—including
shared services for bicycles, E-scooters,
and similar modes as they become
available.
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• Provide direct automated shuttle links to
future LRT, major transit hubs, and BRT
stops.

• Promote shared parking, accommodating
on-street parking, and addressing the
growing need for structured parking.

• Design new parking structures to be
convertible to other uses or dismountable
at some point for the next 15 to 25 years
as parking practices evolve and demand
declines.

• Where surface parking is provided,
integrate shaded landscaped pathways
that connect pedestrians across the entire
site to the main entrance. Landscaping
should visually screen the view of parking
from the street and public spaces.

• If feasible, provide direct automated
shuttle connections to DND and other
nearby innovation campuses and facilities,
Kanata Town Centre, and the developing
community to the north.

• Provide active transportation connections
to natural areas and recreation.

REGIONAL  CONNECTIONS

Image: Potential regional connections to the Kanata North Special Economic District
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Provide a clear framework and guidelines that 
ensure that all investments will reinforce each 
other and further collective interests while 
preserving flexibility to adapt to the rapidly 
evolving technologies, business models, work 
models that characterize robust innovation 
ecosystems. The Draft Official Plan policies 
represent a first step, followed by specialized 
design review, concept plans, connectivity 
studies, an area parks plan, cost sharing 
agreements, and a community planning permit 
system.

Ensure that startups and new ideas are 
nurtured—and can find the spaces they need 
at rents they can afford—amid a KNSED 
increasingly dominated by larger, globally 
significant companies.

The zoning by-law will reflect the need for this 
area to be flexible in land use permissions 
and be consistent with the objectives in 
the visioning document. The intent is that 
wherever possible, land use changes that 
are in accordance with the Urban Design 
Guidelines to be developed and support the 
district’s economic role will not require an 
Official Plan Amendment.

INNOVATION

NUTURE

ZONING

ADAPTABLE3
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INCLUSIVE CULTURE OF INNOVATION4

INCLUSIVE PUBLIC REALM

Plan, design, and program an “inclusive” public 
realm that proactively invites the full spectrum 
of the KN community to meet, interact, and 
share a sense of community. This goal is both 
civic and pragmatic. Places that promote 
unplanned, spontaneous interactions—often 
referred to as “creative collisions”—represent 
an essential building blocks of a robust 
innovation ecosystem.

• Introduce extensive interactive public
art to celebrate innovation, promote
interaction, and tell the stories both of
KN’s cutting edge innovation and of the
district’s diverse community. Maintain
consistency with the City’s Public Art
Policy

• Promote “third places”—cafés, breweries,
outdoor dining during warmer weather
and “winter-city” venues that draw people
together and promote informal interaction
and community—as integral elements of
private development facing urban plazas
and private public spaces, walkable
streets like Legget Drive, and principal
streets.

• Provide frequent programming, likely
sponsored by the KNBA, that draws the
KN community together, introduces people
and ideas, and promotes relationship-
building.

Image: Inclusive Public Realm
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Provide one or more “District Halls” 
(potentially privately developed but operated 
by the KNBA) as central places to conduct 
activities that are critical to promoting a robust 
innovation culture, for example:

• Informal and formal meetings, forums,
and events;

• Regular opportunities to present new
work, ideas, potential partnerships;

• Meet with finance, legal, graphic and
web design, and other essential service
providers to launch new ventures;

• Hold regular town hall meetings.

Provide a variety of rental and for-sale 
housing options—spanning a wide range of 
affordability levels and housing types—to 
attract a diverse community to live, work, play, 
learn, and innovate in KN. 

Provide for a range of parks and other public 
spaces, in addition to the urban plazas 
and public private spaces noted above, to 
accommodate the needs of a growing, diverse, 
residential community in KN.  

DISTRICT HALLS

HOUSING

PUBLIC SPACES

Image: District Hall
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BEST PRACTICES

TREE CANOPY GREEN SPACES PEDESTRIAN NETWORKACCESS

Celebrate the Kanata North 
as a living lab for testing and 
demonstrating state-of-the-art 
sustainability and resilience 
practices at a district (e.g. shared 
energy and eco-district practices), 
building (e.g. high-performance 
design and systems), and public 
realm (e.g. green storm water and 
similar infrastructure) level.

Increase Kanata North’s  tree 
canopy 

Provide view corridors to Kanata 
North’s natural features and the 
golf course.

Preserve and enhance pedestrian 
networks to and through open 
space.

Celebrate and enhance 
accessibility to signature natural 
environment elements including 
Trillium Woods, South March 
Highlands, and Shirley’s Bay. 

SUSTAINABLE5
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MANAGED6

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

COLLABORATION EVENTS & PROGRAMS INNOVATIVE DISTRICTSLEADERSHIP

Convening property owners, developers, and tenants to work cooperatively 
to unlock a broad range of opportunities including investment and 
cost sharing related to promoting a high level of retail, food (and beer), 
entertainment, arts, culture and similar amenities that attract and retain 
talent; accelerating and implementing automated shuttle, micromobility, 
and other mobility enhancements; creating shared parking and other 
strategies to reduce the need for expensive structured parking; pursuing 
state-of-the-art environmental and resilience practices; preserving and 
enhancing access to KN’s signature natural environment;  opportunities to 
preserve, enhance access to, and possibly expand the natural environment; 
and many other initiatives that provide substantial collective benefits to 
the larger KN innovation community. KNBA can also provide enhanced 
maintenance of public spaces and streets (e.g. Legget and March Road).

Collaborating with the City and 
KN stakeholders to develop a 
design review process specifically 
tailored to the KNSED’s unique 
character and development 
dynamics while also maintaining 
the City’s commitment to urban 
design quality.

Sponsoring a wide range 
of programming—ranging 
from educational events to 
celebrations—across the KNSED.

Monitoring competing globally 
significant special economic 
districts to ensure that the 
KNSED community is aware of 
and implementing cutting-edge 
practices.

Leadership in subsequent detailed 
planning.

Note: This goal will be further developed 
during subsequent planning. Throughout 
this initial conceptual planning stage, there 
was widespread acknowledgement from 
all of the participants—including City staff 
and the full spectrum of KN stakeholder 
participants, that going forward KN can 
benefit significantly from a high level of 
place-based district management by the 
KNBA. KNBAs role is very important to 
champion and coordinate but landowners 
may not be represented by KNBA 
when they are submitting development 
applications.
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NEXT STEPS

DEVELOP A KANATA NORTH 
SPECIAL ECONOMIC DISTRICT           

FRAMEWORK

CORE FRAMEWORK ELEMENTS

• Pick up where the Official Plan leaves off

• Put the KNSED in charge of its future—
build a vision

• Connect the dots—put land use, mobility,
public realm etc. in the service of
supporting an innovation ecosystem and
achieving core KIND goals.

• Enhance long-term flexibility and
adaptability—institutionalize KNSED/City
collaboration

• Provide details where they matter—more
specific guidance to accelerate public
approvals, determine project costs, secure
community support, and similar goals that
accelerate moving projects forward

• Keep the KNSED at the cutting-edge—
provide a 5-year action agenda…monitored
and updated annually.

• Manage Change—monitor change &
maintain the right balance between
growth, mobility and access, public realm,
infrastructure

• Craft your VISION

• Define an innovation ecosystem—identify
the essential building blocks for a globally
competitive special economic district

• Articulate a compelling, achievable
vision—e.g. a Connected Community of
Innovation

• Define a planning framework

» Land use and development

» Public realm

» Mobility

» Infrastructure

• Develop implementation strategies

» Structure self-governance—process
for partnering with the City in
managing growth and change

» Establish urban design guidelines—
translate the plan into guidance for
private realm investments that build
the vision

» Create a “business plan”—a dynamic
public/private partnership

Note: these next steps extend beyond the Official Plan and therefor do not reflect City commitments.






